Complete DURASLOT® Assembly Example

A - DURASLOT End Cap
B - DURASLOT Pipe
C - DURASLOT Adapter
D - ADS N-12
E - DURASLOT Coupler Band
F - DURASLOT Grate Anchor
G - 1/4" SPHS x 3/4" Long w/ 1/4" Washer
H - DURASLOT Grate Connector
I - 5/16" - 18 Thumbscrew x 3" Long w/ 5/16" Wingnut

One Grate Anchor (F) and SPHS/Washer (G) come with each End Cap (A) or Adapter (C).

Two SPHS/Washer (G), one Grate Connector (H), and one Thumbscrew/Wingnut (I) come with each Coupler Band (E).